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Background 
Thank you for the opportunity to visit Bella Vista once again this year. The USGA has a long-standing 
relationship with Bella Vista and all the golf courses that are managed. The environment each year in 
this area can differ and it affects playing conditions and turfgrass health. There are two new 
superintendents and some responsibility changes that lent opportunity for engaged discussions. 

Executive Summary  
The format of the full-day CCS visit started with a short meeting and discussion session. All the 
superintendents excepting Scott Hanson, absent due to a family emergency, were present. Directly 
afterwards, members of the Green Committee, the director of golf, and other interested parties followed 
Mr. Ihms and myself across various putting greens and other areas of interest and concern, whereupon 
I fielded questions. Areas of interest around disease control, profile examination and surface 
management practices were discussed. Afterwards, Scotsdale and the Country Club flagship course of 
Bella Vista were visited. The day concluded with a 1+ hour committee meeting with superintendents 
and interested members and parties invited. During this meeting, I presented an informal 10-minute 
wrap-up summary which included questions and answers regarding the events of the day and my 
observations.   
 
If you have any questions or request additional information pertaining to what was discussed, please 
feel free to contact me at any time. This report will focus on the following areas: 
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Environment and Growing Conditions 2018 Versus 
2017 
Observations 

1. Some flooding occurred early in 2018 but with less severity compared to 2017. 

• As in 2017, labor hours were delegated to silt and flood debris removal. 

• Heavy rainfall and flooding resulted in higher populations of weeds due to reduced herbicide 
residual along with deposition of outside weed seeds. 

2. Growing conditions in 2018 have been ideal for bermudagrass growth, especially 
noticeable in fairways and roughs due to consistent rainfall. 

• Existing irrigation is an antiquated single-row system lacking capacity to adequately irrigate 
roughs, so most other years, especially dry years, turfgrass in roughs is sparse.  

• Abundant rainfall contributed to the lush growth of turfgrass and weeds. 
3. Bermudagrass putting greens on Scotsdale experienced extended cold temperatures 

well below freezing from late December 2017 persisting through below zero temperatures 
in January 2018.   

• It was very cold in February, March and April as well, with April being coldest on record in 
Northwest Arkansas.  The cold spring compounded issues with the putting greens and 
general early course conditions as well that collectively resulted in turfgrass loss on 14 of 18 
putting greens. 

4. Creeping bentgrass growing conditions and quality through most of the year, with the 
exception of some recent high temperatures, was superior to last year. 

Scotsdale Golf Course Putting Greens 
Observations 

1. Ultradwarf bermudagrass cold damage. As mentioned above, extended cold 
temperatures, at times below zero, resulted in winterkill of the Champion bermudagrass 
putting greens on Scotsdale. 

• This was an unusual year, as many golf courses across the southeastern United States, 
such as in North Carolina and South Carolina, had winter damage despite covering. 

• As the putting greens at Scotsdale are young, there is little organic matter or cushion to hold 
water or insulate the growing tips of the bermudagrass. 

• Scotsdale covered the greens prior to freezing temperatures but damage still occurred. 

• It was noticed that where there were over-seams, the underlying bermudagrass was 
healthier than adjacent areas. 

• Scotsdale is contemplating purchasing dark covers and double covering this upcoming winter 
for added protection. 
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• Mr. Soller and Mr. Ihms both indicated that the putting greens, being new, drain very well and 
tend to be dry and it is difficult to hold moisture. 

2. Turfgrass quality. Despite having re-sprigged the damaged greens in late spring, on the 
day of my visit the putting greens were in excellent condition, fully covered with deep 
roots (see picture 1). 

 

 
 

3. Compared to all other golf courses with creeping bentgrass, the putting greens at 
Scotsdale had the fewest visible ball marks, an indication of a strong root system and 
good firmness. 

4. Putting green no. 12 was re-sprigged the June of 2018 with new tee boxes and some 
architectural changes to the putting green to reduce water runoff and flooding from an 
adjacent hillside and yard. 

• The vista and aesthetics of this hole are stunning, playing approximately 139 yards across a 
ravine. 

• The putting green quality was excellent; however, there were more than a dozen or so, some 
mature, crabgrass weeds just along the outside perimeter, some just beginning to form 
seedheads (see picture 2).   

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Picture 1: Soil profile from 
Scotsdale putting green, 
indicating 3 to 4-inch 
rooting depth.  

 
 
 
 
 
Picture 2: Crabgrass close to 
seeding along putting green 
perimeter of No. 2.  
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• Weeds directly adjacent to a putting green are difficult and risky to control with selective 
herbicides, as there is no buffer between the collar and herbicides moving into the putting 
green. 

Recommendations 
1. With funding from the USGA, the University of Arkansas recently completed two years of 

research on determining thresholds for covering requirements for ultradwarf 
bermudagrass putting greens. 

• The new turf covering guidelines suggest using the covers when low temperatures are below 
20 degrees; but if several days are forecast to be below freezing, duration is a factor to 
consider. 

• While the protection provided through the utilization of two covers exceeds single covers, 
long durations of below freezing temperatures can still result in cold damage. This was 
confirmed by other golf courses in the mid-Atlantic area who experienced damage. 

• Golf courses that utilize pine straw, cut drainage pipe, or pool noodles to maintain a dead air 
gap have provided better protection on golf courses visited this year vs. double covers. See 
Stop the Cold With a “Dead Air Gap” for more information. 

• For more information, see Talking Turf Covers and Winter Injury with Dr. Richardson and 
Reducing Winter Injury on Ultradwarf Putting Greens with Turf Covers. 

2. Wetting agents and maintaining soil moisture to prevent root desiccation is also 
important in alleviating negative effects from cold damage. 

• Scotsdale is applying wetting agents approximately every month and monitoring moisture.  

• Modify rates accordingly and increase frequency of wetting agent applications to every two 
weeks. 

3. Using a moisture meter, dry areas can be hand-watered to increase moisture levels in 
problem areas without overwatering the entire green. 

4. Hand weeding is preferable for sporadic weeds, but for more deeply rooted weeds or 
encroaching bermudagrass off-types, a Weed Wand MagicTM applicator can be utilized 
using a combination of Roundup + Reward®. 

• The diquat in Reward antagonizes the Roundup so that “bleed out” and translocation to 
desirable areas is less likely, only impacting (touched) invasive grasses.  

• This reduces the negative off-target effects of herbicides while also reducing chemicals 
applied and labor delegated to physical rouging and removal.  

• Test an 8:1 ration of Roundup to Reward on an active ingredient basis and adjust rates 
accordingly.  

• Roundup PRO® is a 4-pound active ingredient/gallon formulation, Reward is a 2-pound 
ai/gallon formulation. Therefore, for an 8:1 ratio this would equate to 2 ounces of Roundup to 
0.5 ounces of Reward in one gallon of water.  

http://www.usga.org/course-care/regional-updates/southeast-region/2017/stop-the-cold-with-a--dead-air-gap-.html
http://archive.lib.msu.edu/tic/usgamisc/ru/s-2017-05-19.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Kuoxo4BDm24
https://www.forestry-suppliers.com/product_pages/products.php?mi=69081&itemnum=18022
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Bella Vista Country Club Putting Greens 
Observations 

1. The Country Club of Bella Vista is the marquee course most desired by members to play. 
2. Following damage from flooding in 2017, architectural changes were made, whereas the 

old No. 8 putting green is now No. 17. 

• There is proposed architectural work by Lester George under consideration for additional 
changes to holes No. 17 and No. 16, with the primary goal of flood mitigation. 

• There is a desire among the Green Committee to move putting green No. 18 forward while 
adding a back tee. 

• Putting green No. 16 is another priority putting green to address by lowering the raised 
collars and installing Latitude 36™ bermudagrass fairways. 

3. Putting green turfgrass quality and health was superior to almost a year ago in 2017. 

• No turfgrass loss was noticed and good rooting from a soil profile was apparent. 

• As mentioned above, raised perimeters or collar dams are problematic on a number of the 
putting greens. 

• When water pools on putting greens, especially during the high stress, high temperature 
summer period, diseases like Pythium can be especially problematic. 

4. Fairy ring is a continuing issue despite the use of wetting agents and preventive 
fungicide treatments in the early spring. 

5. Samples were taken from a suspect area that had non-descript splotchy spots in 
localized areas, in addition to areas with visible fairy ring. 

• These samples were 0.5-inch cores, two taken from each area – incubated in a high 
moisture chamber for 48 hours. 

 
 
 
 
Picture 3: Results from a 
Weed Wand application 
of Roundup + Reward 
several days after 
application to kill 
encroaching 
bermudagrass from the 
collar.  
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• Using a reptile aquarium heating mat, the temperature was maintained to the lower 90’s
(degree Fahrenheit).

• Before and after removal of dead leaf debris, and soil, followed by staining, these samples
were observed with a stereo dissecting microscope for any fungal mycelial growth.

Recommendations 
1. In the southeastern United States, most golf courses struggle over time with raised

collars.

• The TurfplanerTM is a piece of equipment that can efficiently lower raised perimeters quickly.
If interested, please contact them for contracted work. These areas, depending on the depth,
may or may not require re-sodding.

• If these collars are desired to be re-sodded to Latitude 36, the existing bermudagrass should
first be killed with three sequential applications of Roundup and Fusilade® II before removal.

• See Strip ‘Em Bare - Don’t Just “Tease” your Collars for more information.
2. Fairy ring is a difficult to control problem but is not a disease.

• The fungus resides down in the thatch to the top 0.5 to 1-inch area of underlying soil and is a
difficult area to deliver fungicides.

• Samples taken from putting green No. 2 at Bella Vista did not exhibit active mycelial growth,
indicative of no active fairy ring activity.

• Mini-ring, or Rhizoctonia zeae, is often found in the same areas where fairy ring resides, as it
also persists in dry, low moisture areas. Following high humidity incubation, staining living,
lower stems helps to identify any clear mycelial growth that can be indicative of active
infection.

• No active R. zeae was observed.

• See Appendix A on additional information relative to fairy ring and its management.
3. The unknown symptomatic areas, described above, likewise did not display any active

fungal growth of any kind following the 48-hour incubation period.

Picture 4: Unknown 
symptomatic areas 
sampled, splotchy area 
of discoloration and turf 
wilt – causal agent not 
known (A), and fairy ring 
symptoms (B).  

http://g2turftools.com/products/turfplaner
http://gsrpdf.lib.msu.edu/ticpdf.py?file=/article/bothe-strip-4-13-12.pdf
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Roughs and Fairways – Common Bermudagrass 
Observations 

1. After dry years or periods with sporadic rainfall in the northwest Arkansas region, rainfall 
this year has been frequent and timely.  

• Fairways and especially roughs are lush and thick. 

• This is not consistent with other years, as the single row irrigation system for the golf courses 
cannot supply adequate water for consistent rough growth. 

• As a result of the lush growth this year, the golf course maintenance crews are using plant 
growth regulators like trinexapac-ethyl to slow growth and minimize scalping injury. 

• The growth regulator applications also help reduce time and labor spent mowing roughs and 
fairways every day. This time can be allocated to other areas of need. 

• Some members are displeased with the density of the roughs as balls are harder to find and 
can be harder to swing through. 

• Benefits - the increased coverage and density of the roughs and fairways will be beneficial in 
improved playability this winter. 

2. Weeds, especially kyllinga, sedges and goosegrass have been more problematic this 
year. 

• Transient flooding and deposition of silt on fairways and roughs can move preemergence 
herbicides and affect residual activity, resulting in more weed pressure. 

• Utilization of increased trinexapac-ethyl applications, while effective at suppressing 
bermudagrass foliar growth, it does not affect weeds, giving the impression of increased 
weeds. 

Recommendations 
1. TriMaxTM mowers are made by a small manufacturer with little to no distribution in the 

U.S. 

• I recommend booking a demonstration. I have talked to golf courses who have cut their 
mowing time significantly using these mowers and are well pleased with the quality of cut 
and workmanship of the equipment and blades. 

2. Plateau™ is a little-known herbicide that can be used for weed control and added growth 
suppression of the roughs, but more importantly weeds as well.   

• Some bermudagrass transient yellowing can occur.  

• Plateau can be mixed with Primo at rates above 0.5 ounces up to 4.0 ounces, or alone, to 
suppress weeds with reducing mowing frequency. 

• Plateau at low rates is a very good weed growth regulator that could compliment trinexapac-
ethyl where growth suppression is desired, but weeds are present. 

3. See From Pain to Pleasure for more information on rough and fairway growth regulation 
and mowing reduction. 

https://trimaxmowers.com/
http://www.usga.org/content/usga/home-page/course-care/regional-updates/southeast-region/2017/from-pain-to-pleasure.html
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4. Postemergence herbicides can help remove some of the weeds but may require spot 
applications and continuing sequential follow up treatments. 

• Goosegrass and other weed control can be achieved with postemergence applications of 
Speed Zone Broadleaf Herbicide for Turf. 

• Sencor® can be applied for postemergence weed control up to 0.25 pounds of metribuzin per 
acre.  Applications to wet or heavy dew followed with immediate irrigation afterwards will 
minimize turfgrass damage but still provide weed control. 

Maintenance Scheduling Between Golf 
Observations 

1. The maintenance staff is having continuing challenges getting essential putting green 
maintenance completed when needed due to shotgun starts every day of the week. 

• On Monday, there is a stop on golf tee-off’s until noon for maintenance but is “fluid” based on 
density of play and championships. If there is rain or bad weather during this time, this 
window of opportunity is lost. 

• The golf courses need to have this time, or ideally a full day of closure once a week, as there 
is simply not enough equipment and labor available to get everything accomplished that is 
needed each week. 

• See They Need to Get It Done, Closing The Course For Maintenance, and Sometimes Golf 
Courses Need A Break for additionally supporting information for scheduled course closures. 

Products to Consider 
Observations 

1. A good discussion occurred with Mr. Reed Holly and other superintendents around 
various problems and potential solutions: 

• Phosphorous acid products are increasing in use do to the widespread availability in the golf 
course market as either a potassium phosphite for a potassium source or specifically for 
Pythium and some anthracnose suppression. 

• There are other good fungicides that should be used in alternation or periodically to help 
supplement the phosphorous acid products to prolong their utility and efficacy against 
Pythium diseases. 

• Spray equipment on the golf courses gets stained after applications of colorants and 
pigments and is tedious and difficult to clean.  

Recommendations 
• See Appendix B for more information on the Phosphorous Acid products and their use on 

golf course turf. I would not depend on these for more than one application per month for 
Pythium prevention and control. 

https://turf.unl.edu/research/weeds/Speedzone-ATS.pdf
https://www.usga.org/course-care/forethegolfer/they-need-time-to-get-it-done.html
http://www.usga.org/course-care/our-experts-explain0/closing-the-course-for-maintenance.html
http://www.usga.org/content/usga/home-page/course-care/forethegolfer/2018/sometimes-golf-courses-need-a-break.html
http://www.usga.org/content/usga/home-page/course-care/forethegolfer/2018/sometimes-golf-courses-need-a-break.html
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• Segway® is the most consistent and most efficacious Pythium fungicide available for golf
course turfgrass. For creeping bentgrass, it’s use should be positioned judiciously with no
more than two to three applications per year during the higher risk months of the year.

• Mancozeb is a good alternative to chlorothalonil, especially during periods of high infection
potential for Pythium; as, unlike chlorothalonil, it provides some Pythium control with broad
protection against other diseases as well.

• Turf Technologies sells an all-natural tank cleaner that was demonstrated to be very effective
at cleaning pigment and colorant off of spray tanks at the USGA’s turf colorant and pigment
workshop in Pinehurst, NC this year.

Summary 
I really enjoyed the opportunity to visit with Bella Vista. The golf courses and the location at the base of 
the Ozarks presents a great assortment of courses to play, and based on my travels, one of the best 
deals for quality golf. One of the pleasures of my job is working and communicating with people and 
seeing progress and changes over time. Please feel free contact me at any time throughout the year for 
additional advice or assistance. I am also looking forward to working with you further in the future. 

Additional Considerations 
USGA Green Section Record 
If you would like to receive the USGA’s electronic publication, the Green Section Record, click here. It 
is free, informative and sent directly to you via email every two weeks.  

Respectfully submitted, 

Steven J Kammerer, Ph.D. 
Director, Southeast Region 
USGA Green Section  

Distribution:  
Mr. Keith Ihms, CGCS, Director of Golf Course Maintenance 

https://www.turftechno.com/new-page/
https://visitor.r20.constantcontact.com/manage/optin?v=001OSVZXasZuMpbVcXf0cWA4bGUJkIG-5IAh-dktiuzpEXGIzErCiTy-0AAK_40-6H7Vqi6SykUm1KjAIjkIYaCIShOelwkEIr4GkI3MP208G_AMK8OvttzSIO6HmOIRs_-ZdlFkn28GFHITvvcDr1aCz7Edl-ihOyGjUKjVzzQEEKjlZV-LeszmkeYmbkLtJrJCXAqhXJKRncmurL2YUs9Pg%3D%3D
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About the USGA Course Consulting Service 

As a not-for-profit agency that is free from commercial connections, the USGA Course Consulting 
Service is dedicated to providing impartial, expert guidance on decisions that can affect the playing 
quality, operational efficiency and sustainability of your course.  

First started in 1953, the USGA Course Consulting Service permits individual facilities to reap the 
benefits of on-site visits by highly skilled USGA agronomists located in Green Section offices 
throughout the country.  

For questions regarding this 
report or any other aspect 
of the USGA Course 
Consulting Service, please 
do not hesitate to contact 
our office. 



  

Fairy Ring – various basidiomycete fungi 

 Inhabitant of turfgrass areas, non-pathogenic

 Sometimes associated with trees, buried
wood and organic matter

 Colonization of thatch, soil area by the fungus
often causes hydrophobic areas
o Fungal mycelium fills soil pore space

impeding water and air movement

 Most severe during extended hot, dry periods

 Very difficult to control with fungicides:
o Limited number of effective fungicides
o Difficult to deliver fungicides in

appropriate concentration to site of
problem, must be delivered in soil, root,
thatch area (see Spraying for Success
for more info.)

o Turfgrass uptake of fungicides (xylem
mobility) reduces residual and efficacy

 Cultural Practices:
o Avoid thatch, organic matter build-up
o Frequent needle tine aeration to vent and

avoid compaction
o Prevent soil and thatch hydrophobicity

with soil wetting agents:
 Lower rates, higher frequency of

applications better than long 
residual, less frequent wetting agent 
application 

 If using fungicides for curative
treatment, apply wetting agents prior
to application

 Fungicides*:
o Prevention more consistent than curative

control – see Breaking the Curse for
more information
 when soil temperatures at a 2” depth

reaches 55 to 65°F, make 1 to 2

applications with 2 - 4 gals
water per 1,000 ft2: 
 Torque®, Bayleton®,

Briskway®

o Curative control difficult, requires multiple
applications in conjunction with soil
wetting agents:

 Lexicon®, Insignia®, Fame®

 Pre-treat with wetting agent <
7 days

 apply in 4 gal/1000ft2

 irrigate with < 0.1” prior to
next mowing

 Three types of fairy ring based on severity of symptoms,
mushrooms may or may not be produced

o Symptoms:  
 Type 1: necrotic rings caused by soil

hydrophobicity, loss of turfgrass due to root
necrosis from lack of water and possible toxic
levels of ammonium and sulfides from
decomposing organic matter

 Type 2: green rings associated with excess
nitrogen stimulating growth on the advancing
edge of the rings

 Type 3: no change in growth of grass, 
noticeable by presence of mushrooms in a ring 

Educational Tips for Success: 

 Coordinate cultural practices, soil wetting agents,
when using fungicides

 Application at 4 gals/1000 ft2 without immediate
watering can be beneficial in protecting turfgrass from
additional soil and foliar diseases:
o Look at fungicide labels, use broad spectrum fairy

ring fungicides to pick up other diseases of
concern:
 Spring preventive applications:

 Take-all, bermudagrass decline,
Rhizoctonia, etc.:

 Summer fall curative applications:
 Leaf and sheath spot (Rhizoctonia zeae),

Large patch, Pythium

 Monitoring for activity following fungicide applications
can help determine whether more applications are
needed (see picture above):

 Symptoms can persist after fungus has
been killed – until dead mycelium
decomposes thereby opening pore space

*
Follow label directions. Fungicides noted in italics are in DMI, SBI, 
triazole class (FRAC Code 3) and can result in negative PGR effects in 
areas with high temperatures, use with caution. 

The information provided is intended for general educational purposes only for 
USGA Course Consulting Service Customers.  It is not an express or implied 
guarantee or warranty of performance, condition or results. Always follow label 
recommendations and instructions. Product references, if any, are not sponsored by 
or endorsed by the USGA. 

Appendix A

https://www.gcsaa.org/uploadedfiles/course/pests-and-diseases/diseases/fairy-ring/fairy-ring-101.pdf
http://gsrpdf.lib.msu.edu/ticpdf.py?file=/article/kammerer-whitlark-spraying-2-3-17.pdf
http://www4.ncsu.edu/~glmille2/Carolinas%20article_Fairy%20Ring.pdf


The information provided is intended for general educational purposes only for USGA Course Consulting Service Customers.  It is not an express or implied guarantee or warranty of performance, condition 
or results. Always follow label recommendations and instructions. Product references, if any, are not sponsored by or endorsed by the USGA. 

 fosetyl-aluminum  potassium phosphite 

 phosphite anion (responsible for fungicidal activity) 

Additional information: 
o Phosphorous acid when mixed with

other compounds to raise pH for
turfgrass safety)
• Examples:

- Aluminum ions
- KOH (potassium hydroxide)

o Many products labeled as fertilizers
without fungicidal claims
• Can differ in levels of potassium

and phosphorous
• May have efficacy on Pythium

species and affect resistance
management program

• Extrapolation of fungicide efficacy
and rates can be challenging

• Examples:  Title Phyte, Gro-Phite,
etc.

o Phophonate fungicides with pigments:
• Signature™ XTRA
• Potassium phosphites:

- Appear®

- Fiata®

For Pythium control: 
o Fungal control of Oomycete fungi (water molds =

Pythium and downy mildew)
o Preventive control and early curative depends on

rates and timing of application(s)
• 14 to 21 days of protection

o For Pythium blight, use 1 to 2 gals water/1,000 ft2
o For Pythium root rot, apply with coarse to

extremely coarse spray at 2 to 5 gals of
water/1,000 ft2

o During peak environmental conditions, alternate
with other Pythium fungicides such as:
• Segway®

• Terrazole®

• Subdue® MAXX
• Banol®

Tips for Success: 
o Phosphonic acid inside turfgrass can result in

phosphorous deficiencies if soil P is low:
• Ensure soil P levels are acceptable prior to

applications
o Best efficacy as preventive applications in

advance of infection
o Mixtures with other products that activate the

salicylic acid pathway may result in
overexpression and possible phytotoxicity
• Auxin applications can antagonize efficacy

o In combination with other fungicides can increase
efficacy coupled with broadening disease
spectrum

o Limit number of application to no more than 5 to 6
applications per year to prolong efficacy and
reduce risk of developing insensitive pathogen
populations

Phosphonate Products on Turfgrass 

o Labeled as Fertilizer:

• Availability and utility of
phosphorous within turfgrass limited
▪ Requires microbial degradation

in soil for turf availability
▪ Can result in phosphorous

deficiencies if soil P is low
• Potassium phosphite - Potassium

benefit
o Labeled as Fungicide (FRAC Code 33):

• Fungicidal activity due to:
1. Direct toxicity to specific fungal

pathogens
2. Also activates salicylic acid

pathway (host defense)
o True systemicity (can translocate

downward from foliar applications)
o Good preventive activity against Pythium

diseases
o Fungicide Resistance - Insensitivity

documented in agronomic crops and on
Pythium blight of turfgrass in Italy

Appendix B

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/17919906
http://plantscience.psu.edu/research/centers/turf/extension/factsheets/phosphonate-products
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3375965/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3375965/
http://www.jstor.org/stable/43229029
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